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The Government has flagged the automotive air-conditioning industry as one sector where it would like to see
rapid technology change. It will consider regulating to ensure the existing industry standard refrigerant, Ra, is
phased out of use in new vehicles over the next few years. As is taking place in the European Union and
United States, the HFC phase-down will accelerate, and eventually mandate, the switch to low-GWP
refrigerants in the air-conditioning systems of new vehicles. In fact, a growing number of vehicles imported to
Australia from markets where a phase-down is in place are already on Australian roads and the end of local car
manufacturing in will add momentum to the uptake. New procedures, however, will need to be developed by
the industry to maintain safety, ensure environmental performance, and guarantee that car owners are well
looked after. These seminars will be rolled out across Australia and New Zealand in July and August this year,
designed to educate people working in and around the business of selling, servicing and repairing automotive
air-conditioners on how they need to prepare for the arrival of new refrigerants in terms of equipment,
training, working practices, occupational health and safety and understanding new standards. Gas VASA, the
peak body for the automotive air conditioning industry in Australasia, along with Refrigerants Australia,
Refrigerant Reclaim Australia and licensing body the Australian Refrigeration Council, identified a need for a
seminar roadshow designed to inform and educate thousands of technicians and businesses about the new
refrigerants and technologies they will soon be encountering. This industry-led initiative is called Future: Gas
and will deliver seminars about these new technologies and the reasons they came about at locations around
Australia and New Zealand in July and August this year. Gas seminars are designed to be as accessible as
possible to those working in automotive air-conditioning. Gas seminars will be among the first in Australasia
to receive a comprehensive overview of the new-generation automotive industry-standard refrigerants in one
knowledge-enhancing evening. Created by industry, for industry, the future-gas initiative is thought to be the
first of its kind in the world. Gas seminar will feature presentations from top industry experts, who will
explain the reason for the changes, the technical background of the new refrigerants, new safe working
practices and standards relating to the quality and design of both components and service equipment. Much of
the automotive sector lacks awareness or is confused by conflicting messages or misinformation about the new
automotive air-conditioning refrigerants Ryf and R, so there is a pressing need for this campaign of seminars,
which will be made up of presentations from highly credible sources. Among the target audience are main
dealer workshops, the panel repair industry and aftermarket repairers. Tickets are available from www. Spaces
are limited, so early booking is advised. The automotive refrigerant back-story Since the ozone layer
damaging CFC refrigerant R12 was phased out in the mids, the only refrigerant used by vehicle manufacturers
has been Ra. With climate change now on the agenda, vehicle air conditioning systems using Ra are becoming
a thing of the past because Ra is around times more potent than carbon dioxide as a greenhouse gas if released
to the atmosphere. For comparison, R12 is 10, times more potent than carbon dioxide as a greenhouse gas, in
addition to destroying stratospheric ozone. Both Ryf and R are ozone-friendly and have global warming
potential of below or equal to carbon dioxide. Ten automotive refrigerant facts Much of the global automotive
industry has adopted Ryf as the standard refrigerant in new cars, primarily due to tightening overseas
legislation over the global warming effect of refrigerants released into the atmosphere. Unlike the switch from
R12 to Ra there will be no need to change existing air conditioning systems over to Ryf, because Ra will
continue to be available for servicing older equipment. Due to similar thermal properties between Ra and Ryf,
faults with systems using the new refrigerant can be diagnosed using the same methods as Ra. However Ryf is
not easily ignited and struggles to sustain and propagate a flame compared with A3 highly flammable rated
refrigerants available to the aftermarket but never used or approved by OEMs. To ensure safety, new SAE
standards apply to the quality of system components and the equipment used to service Ryf systems. Some
equipment is rated as compatible with both Ra and Ryf and some equipment is suitable only for Ryf.
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Mercedes-Benz parent company Daimler and Volkswagen Group have developed systems using a carbon
dioxide as a refrigerant named R that will initially be used for high-end vehicles. R requires operating
pressures up to ten times higher than Ra or Ryf and therefore additional considerations around safety and
working practices. Like Ryf, working with R will require new service equipment meeting the relevant SAE
standards, as well as technical training about the major differences. Although it has been used for some time in
stationary equipment, getting R systems to work for automotive applications has been a significant
engineering challenge, with unique components and system layouts required for this refrigerant.
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Auto Heating & Air Conditioning Technology [Chris Johanson] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers. Contains the latest information on vehicle heating, ventilation, and air conditioning systems.

History[ edit ] A company in New York City in the United States first offered installation of air conditioning
for cars in Most of their customers operated limousines and luxury cars. The "Bishop and Babcock Weather
Conditioner" also incorporated a heater. Once complete, the car was shipped to a local dealer where the
customer would take delivery. Packard fully warranted and supported this conversion, and marketed it well.
However, it was not commercially successful for a number of reasons: The main evaporator and blower
system took up half of the trunk space though this became less of a problem as trunks became larger in the
post-war period. It was superseded by more efficient systems in the post-war years. It had no temperature
thermostat or shut-off mechanism other than switching the blower off. Cold air would still sometimes enter the
car with any movement as the drive belt was continuously connected to the compressorâ€”later systems would
use electrically operated clutches to remedy this problem. The several feet of plumbing going back and forth
between the engine compartment and trunk proved unreliable in service. The option was discontinued after
The Airtemp was more advanced than rival automobile air conditioners by It was operated by a single switch
on the dashboard marked with low, medium, and high positions. As the highest capacity unit available at that
time, the system was capable of quickly cooling the passenger compartment and also reducing humidity, dust,
pollen, and tobacco smoke. The system drew in more outside air than contemporary systems; thus, reducing
the staleness associated with automotive air conditioning at the time. Instead of plastic tubes mounted on the
rear window package shelf as on GM cars, small ducts directed cool air toward the ceiling of the car where it
filtered down around the passengers instead of blowing directly on them, a feature that modern cars have lost.
General Motors made a front-mounted air conditioning system optional in on Pontiacs with a straight-eight
engine that added separate controls and air distribution. The alternative layout pioneered by Nash "became
established practice and continues to form the basis of the modern and more sophisticated automatic climate
control systems. Although air conditioners use significant power; the drag of a car with closed windows is less
than if the windows are open to cool the occupants. There has been much debate on the effect of air
conditioning on the fuel efficiency of a vehicle. Factors such as wind resistance, aerodynamics and engine
power and weight must be considered, to find the true difference between using the air conditioning system
and not using it, when estimating the actual fuel mileage. Other factors can affect the engine, and an overall
engine heat increase can affect the cooling system of the vehicle. The innovation was adopted quickly and new
features to air conditioning like the Cadillac Comfort Control which was a completely automatic heating and
cooling system set by dial thermostat was introduced as an industry first in the model year.
3: Automotive Technology - Auto Air Conditioning, Brakes, Alignment | HFC Catalog
I wanted a book on Basic heating and AC theory and operation. R systems cause I work on old classic and antique
vehicles. A great buy! Full of all the basic operation of all A/c and heating systems on pre- autos.

4: Automobile air conditioning - Wikipedia
In , the Nash Ambassador was the first American automobile to have a front-end, fully integrated heating, ventilating,
and air-conditioning system. The Nash-Kelvinator corporation used its experience in refrigeration to introduce the
automobile industry's first compact and affordable, single-unit heating and air conditioning system optional for its Nash
models.
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See more Auto Air Conditioning Technology by John Altho Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window
or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab.

6: Car Air Conditioning - Free technology icons
The Government has flagged the automotive air-conditioning industry as one sector where it would like to see rapid
technology change. It will consider regulating to ensure the existing industry standard refrigerant, Ra, is phased out of
use in new vehicles over the next few years.

7: News | future:gas automotive air-conditioning refrigerant seminar roadshow
The systems include heaters, air conditioners, manual controls, and computer controls. This certificate is designed to
prepare students and incumbent employees for entry-level positions at local automotive dealerships, independent repair
facilities, national repair chains, fleets, and parts suppliers.

8: FedCenter - Auto Air Conditioning, New Technology
The Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Center was founded in with a grant from the estate of Richard W. Kritzer, the
founder of Peerless of America Inc.

9: Automotive Air Conditioning
Meet the licensing requirements for automotive air conditioning When you successfully complete this course you'll have
what employers are looking for in an automotive licensed air conditioning technician.
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